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The purpose of this software applicationThe purpose of this software applicationThe purpose of this software applicationThe purpose of this software application    
is to simplify sunroom design andis to simplify sunroom design andis to simplify sunroom design andis to simplify sunroom design and    
to automate the order process.to automate the order process.to automate the order process.to automate the order process.    

 
 

Preface 
 
This manual will explain every option available to you in the program and also 
help you understand the way the program thinks. 
   
There are a few terms that I use to describe specific parts of the program.  In this 
manual, these terms will appear in italics text and are defined in context in 
Sunroom Design, from the software’s point of view, which appears on the 
next page. 
 

Sunroom Design, from the software’s point of view 
 
A Project is a Sunroom and/or a Roof System.  
 
A Project is made from the Project Template.  
 
You set the properties of the Project Template when you use the New Project 
Wizard (Wizard for short). 
 
The Project Builder uses the Project Template to create the Project. 
 
Simply put: A Project is created as a result of the choices made in the wizard. 
 
Projects contain properties and Items. 
 
Examples of some Items are; Doors, Window Modules, Roof Panels, Deep Top 
Tracks, Prefab Floors and Walls.   
 
Each Item has its own properties that define it. 
 
In the Project Editor you can change the properties of the most of the Items and 
most of the Project’s properties. 
 
Changing an Item’s properties will only affect the Items that are selected. The 
change will not affect the Project’s Properties. 
 
Changing the Project’s properties may affect some of the Items. 
 
When a new Item is created, the Project’s Properties are used to set the Item 
Properties of the new Item. 
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Walls have their own properties. There are two types of Walls; Existing Walls and 
Proposed Walls. 
 
Proposed walls are groups of Items in consecutive order with a starter or corner 
on either end.  Proposed Walls act as a container for Items.   
 
Existing walls are only needed when there are Proposed Walls on either side. 
The Existing Wall acts like a spacer to allow accurate layout drawings.  
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Running the Program 

 

Logging In 
 
The web address is http://sunspace.dyndns.org/tsweb/sunspace.htm.  When the 
page loads, press the connect button.  You do not have to enter anything in 
the server text field.  The next page will have a Log In window.  User name and 
Password are case sensitive and three (3) failed Log In attempts results in a 
locked account.  Accounts can only be unlocked by calling Sunspace at 1-800-
755-3365. 
 
In order to use the program you must be using Windows XP, Internet Explorer 
and have Remote Desktop Web Connection installed. The Remote Desktop 
Web Connection is already installed with some versions of Windows XP.  If it is 
not already installed on your system you need to download and install it.  The 
Remote Desktop Web Connection can be downloaded from 
http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/downloads/tools/rdwebconn.mspx 
 
Firefox users will have to also install a custom plug in to view Active-X 
documents.  It is recommended that they use Internet Explorer for Desktop Web 
Connections to the program. 
 
*There is one license assigned for each dealer login ID for use of the program.  
 

 Licensing Issues 
 

To fix the licensing error message you need to delete a registry entry on the 
client computer (if you are running VISTA you need to run as an Administrator): 
 

1. From the start menu go Start->Run->  
2. Type cmd in the dialog box 

 

 
3. Type “reg delete HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\MSLicensing /f” and 

press enter 
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4. You should receive a message “The operation 
 completed successfully“ 

 
 
5. Reconnect to the Sunspace web page 

http://sunspace.dyndns.org/tsweb/Sunspace.htm : 
 

  
 
The Sections of the Program 

 
Sunspace Desktop and Designer can be broken down into four main sections. 
These sections are Desktop, My Projects, New Project Wizard and User 
Options. You can switch between these sections with the Navigation Toolbar. 

Your Desktop 

 
The desktop is the starting point every time you run the program. 
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Main Menu  
 
The main menu is a dynamic menu system, meaning that as you move around 
the program, the menu will only contain the menu functions that can be used 
from where you are. 
 

Company Information 
 
This is information relating to your company to be used on Proposals and Order 
Confirmations.  Once you enter the information it will be saved in the database 
and you will not be prompted again.  You can change any of the data from the 
User Options section. 
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Designing a Project 
 

Using the Wizard 
 
To create a new project, you use the New Project Wizard.  The Wizard will gather 
all the information it needs to create any sunroom and/or roof project. The 
information collected by the wizard sets the project properties. 
 
The Wizard contains 21 pages but most designs only see about a dozen.  As the 
Wizard collects data it determines which pages are needed for gathering 
additional input. 
 
Here’s a quick summary of each of the pages you may encounter while designing 
sunrooms with the Wizard. 
 
Your Customer 
 
This is the first page for every new project.  The only required information is your 
customer's name.  Any additional information you supply will be displayed on the 
Specification Summary and the Proposal.  The tag name, used to identify your 
project, is created from the last word of the customer name value.  The tag name 
will be used as the file name, unless a file by that name already exists. 
 
Project Properties 
 
Here we have the basic properties of your Project Template. Is it a sunroom or 
roof only?  If it is a room you will have a future choice of roof including the option 
for no roof.  If you are building a sunroom enter the model and style of your room.   
Style is very important.  This program handles gable designs in a unique way.  
Most gable designs use a wooden gable post.  This wooden gable post is 
considered an existing wall, and the walls on both sides of the gable post are 
separate proposed walls.  A gable wall with a wooden post is considered three 
(3) walls by the program, while a Box Header and Receiver gable wall is a 
single (1) wall. 
 
Project Layout 
 
Select the layout for your sunroom from the seven (7) templates provided or 
create a Custom Layout. See the next section of this manual for detailed 
instructions on drawing a custom design. 
 
Project Dimensions 
 
This page contains a list of all the walls in your project and allows you to set the 
name and width for each wall.  The wall name, by default, is a value relative to its 
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position.  You can change the wall name to something more appropriate like 
“Garden View” or “Deck Entrance”. 
  
If you used one of the first three templates for your layout (the ones with equal 
walls on left and right) then the Equal Width checkbox assumes you want the 
same width on the opposite side of the sunroom.  If you want unequal widths, 
you will have to uncheck the checkbox. 
 
If your project is a gable with a triple beam post, you can use the Total Front 
wall option to quickly enter your dimensions.  When you do this, the computer 
removes the existing wall (gable post) width from the Total Front wall you entered 
and splits the rest evenly into two walls, one on either side of the gable post. 
 
If you created a Custom Layout that has existing walls in the corner, they will 
show up as two separate existing walls.  This is only a way to get the separate 
dimensions for each side of the existing wall. Once you move forward in the 
Wizard, those existing corners will be converted into one wall. 
 
Tip: To enter feet as well as Inches, enter the feet followed by the [-] key and any 
leftover inches.  When you exit the textbox the total inches is calculated. 
 
Project Elevations 
 
To calculate the project elevations you must enter two heights or one height and 
the slope.  You must specify if the dimensions you entered represent the wall 
height or the room height.  The room height is the wall height and the roof 
thickness. 
 
The slope textbox displays the rise per 12” run.  It is updated with every change 
of the height textboxes. You can enter a value into the slope textbox.  The 
maintain slope checkbox automatically checks for you.  When you enter a 
dimension into one of the height textboxes and the maintain slope checkbox is 
checked, the program will return the height to the other dimension based on the 
value in the slope textbox. 
 
The Cut Side Wall option is checked by default.  Uncheck this if you want to cut 
your walls onsite. 
 
Checking Fascia Installation will require you to enter a soffit size. The soffit size 
is the distance that the fascia of the house extends outward.   
 
The maximum height for a standard room is 12’ (144”).  The program will accept 
a value up to 14’ (168”) for the height, note that heights over 12’ (144”) will 
require special engineering permits. 
A minimum height of 88” is required for custom transoms. 
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Floor Properties 
 
If your project requires a prefab floor, the program automatically calculates the 
dimensions and the default values for the thickness and setback properties have 
been entered for you.   
 
Colors and Skins 
 
Select the colors for your room.  You can select different colors for the framing, 
interior panels and exterior panels.  If you select the framing color first, the panel 
colors will automatically change to the framing color.   
 
Window Properties 
 
Select the type of window and glass style that you want.  If you want a room 
without any windows, select “No Windows” from the type of window combo box.  
The glass options you select can be applied your entire sunroom, just the front 
wall or to window modules on either side of any doors. 
 
Kneewall and Transom 
 
Select the height of your kneewall and the width of solid walls placed beside the 
corners.  The default kneewall height is 20” on all models except the 200, which 
is 7”.  The default solid wall for corners is 2”.  If you do not want any solid walls 
generated by the Project Builder then enter “0”.  
 
Want more sunlight, select glass kneewalls and glass or vinyl transoms.  With 
gable designs an option for Gable Glass is available. 
 
Number of Doors 
 
Select the number of doors you would like using either the combo box or the 
“express buttons”.  Using the express buttons will save you from selecting 
between patio and cabana on the next page. 
 
Type of Door 
 
Select whether this door will be a patio and cabana. 
  
Cabana Door Options 
 
If you’re designing a model 400 then you can use the door catalog to select 
which door you would like.  To make your door a custom size, enter the desired 
width and/or height in the textboxes.  You can add a box header to the hinge side 
of your door to increase the strength.  The other properties available for cabana 
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doors are swing, hinge, and if your cabana is a French door, the primary 
operator. 
 
Patio Door Options 
 
Choose the patio door from the sizes provided. You can also select the glass tint 
for this door.  If you selected a glass tint for your windows, that value is 
automatically placed here. 
 
Door Placement 
 
All the wizard needs to know about door placement is which wall does the door 
belong to.  You provide this information by selecting a wall in the list.  Each wall 
in the list displays the amount of room that is available for door placement.  Once 
you select a wall, the available value subtracts the door’s width, showing you 
how much room is available after the door has been considered. 
If the available value is less than zero, there is not enough room in the wall.  You 
would have to make the wall bigger, make the door smaller or use a different wall 
for the door. 
  
Next Door the Same 
 
This page, only visible if you have doors remaining to be added, offers to make 
the next door exactly the same as the door you just created in one easy click.  
Select Yes to create the door and then on next page you’ll see is the door 
placement.  If you select “No”, you will be directed back to either the Door 
Options or the Type of Door page, depending on if you used an Express Button 
for the door quantity. 
 
Note:  If a door disappears, and/or your door count is off, use the [Reset Door 
Values] button on the bottom of the screen.  That will return you to the page 
where you selected the number of doors and all door data will have been reset.  
This only happens in certain instances when you use the back button while 
creating doors. 
 
Roof System 
 
Select the type, size and colors of your roof system.  If your project does not 
require a roof then select “No Roof” from the roof type combo box. 
 
The roof size is automatically calculated on sunroom projects. This calculation 
uses the room layout, roof overhang, soffit size and slope, rounding up to the 
nearest half-foot.  You can always enter a custom roof size. 
Changing the overhang will re-calculate the roof. 
If you want to re-calculate the roof, uncheck and check the 12” overhang 
checkbox. 
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The overhang is applied to all sides that are not attached to an existing dwelling.   
 
Roof Accessories 
 
This page allows you to set up the number of skylights and downspouts you 
would like as well selecting fan beams, supports and the roof gutter and stripe 
colors. 
 
Selecting skylights will require you to set quantity and the default skylight 
properties that will be passed to each skylight. 
 
The setback property is the distance of the skylight from the back of studio roof 
or the peak of a gable.  The other property is fixed or vented.  If vented is 
selected then the option to purchase an opener pole is available. 
  
Supports 
 
If you selected supports then there are two additional pages.  The first page 
allows you to enter the quantity and size of fluted, scroll and corner posts.  The 
second page allows you to select support accessories including u-channel and 
ornamental railing, measured in feet, and brackets, swivels, square tubing, and 
railing posts, which are all measured in quantity. 
 
Specifications 
             
Here you have the option to review your specifications before you leave the 
wizard.  You can use the back button to return to any page in the Wizard to 
change your input.  
 
The Save Project checkbox automatically saves your project and is highly 
recommended to leave checked. 
Launch Project Editor is also checked by default. If you uncheck this, you will 
return to the Desktop after the project is created. 
 
Click [Build Project]. 
 

The Project Builder 
 
The Project Builder is a part of the program that doesn’t have a user interface.  
Its function is to use the Project Template to create a sunroom and/or roof 
system.   
 
Each Item is given an Item Name.  The naming pattern used for this is letter 
number, where the letter represents the type of item (w = window mod, d = door, 
f = solid wall) and the number represents the Item’s position.  The first Item (top 
left as viewed from the layout) is number 1.   
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As an example, a single wall with a starter, a corner, 2 solid walls and 2 window 
modules may be represented by Item names thusly S1, F2, W3, W4, F5, C6. 

 
Creating Custom Sunroom Designs 

 
Creating Custom Layouts will allow you to make most logical Sunroom layout 
designs.  There are only a few rules to follow when using this tool, and if followed 
correctly will make you a master designer in no time at all. 
The basic idea is to draw the layout you wish to create.  The layout is drawn with 
a series of lines, each one beginning where the last one ended. Lines can be 
drawn at 90 and 45 angles from each other.  You can draw Existing Walls as well 
as Proposed Walls. 
 
It is very important; you MUST draw your walls in a counter-clockwise order 
starting from the Top Left. 

 
 
The size you draw your walls isn’t really important because you can enter the 
dimensions in the next page.  Most times you will be entering the widths 
manually, unless all the walls are even to the grid size. 
 
Start by clicking a grid intersection the top left area of your drawing.  Move your 
mouse in the appropriate direction to make your wall.  The line will appear bright 
and bold when it is in a legal position (90 or 45) and dark blue when it is not.  The 
line automatically snaps to the grid intersections.  
 
When the line (wall) is to your satisfaction click the mouse button.  If it is your last 
wall then click the Right mouse button, otherwise click the left.  If you want to 
draw an Existing Wall, hold down the [Shift] key when you enter the mouse click. 
 
The wall now becomes thin and black, or grey for Existing Walls, and another 
wall is ready for drawing. 
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You can Clear you drawing or Undo the last line with the buttons provided. You 
can also change the grid size in the drawing. 
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Editing a Project 
 

The Project Editor 
 
The Project Editor is the heart of the program.  It is used for changing the 
properties of your project. Once you master the Project Editor, designing rooms 
becomes a fun and easy task.  Always remember that the edits you make are 
not permanent until you Save the Project. 
 

 
 
User Interfaces 

 
The interface for the Project Editor can be viewed three different ways:  
Graphical, Item Grid or Mixed view. The graphical view, as pictured above, is the 
default view.   
 
When using the Project Editor with graphical view the form is fitted with a drawing 
of the Room Layout, Roof Layout or a proposed wall.  The tabs directly above the 
drawing are used to switch the views between layouts and wall views. 
 
You can select an Item by clicking directly onto it in the graphical view and 
double clicking the item will load it into the Item Editor. 
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The Item Grid view is a list of all the Windows Modules, Solid Walls, Doors and 
Electrical Chases in the project.  These Items are listed in the order of their 
position starting at the top left of the project (as viewed from the project layout) 
and moving counter clockwise.   
 
The mixed view contains both the item view and the graphical view. 
 
Note: the Item grid view can be handy for selecting an Item that may be hard to 
select in the graphical view 
 

Editing Tools 
  
The editing tools accessed from the Project Editor can be divided into two 
categories; tools that edit the sunroom’s properties and tools that edit a single 
Item’s properties. 
Tools that edit the sunroom’s properties impact the entire project.  Let’s take a 
look at these tools first. 
 

Editing Sunroom Properties 
 
Edit Properties Form 
 
The edit properties tool allows you to change all of the properties that are 
collected via the wizard.  There are six tabs in the Edit Properties form; Project, 
Windows, Floor, Roof, Supports and Customer. 
 
Note: changing the room style (Studio/Gable) or the solid wall in corner value will 
cause the room to be rebuilt. 
 
Edit Walls  
 
This tool allows you to rename, resize, delete and adjust the properties of an 
individual wall.  You can change the wall you have selected by using the combo 
box beside the label “Select a wall to edit”.  When a wall is selected the data 
fields in the window will become populated. 
 
When editing more than one wall; select the wall you wish to edit first, make 
changes as needed, uncheck Close Me on Apply and press [Update].  Then 
select the next wall you want to edit. You must press [Update] before selecting 
your second wall in order for the changes you made on the first wall to take 
effect. 
 
Each wall has a name property. The default names are relative to a person 
viewing the room from outside, facing the front wall.  These can be changed to 
names more fitting to a particular project such as Garden View, North East Angle 
or Fireplace Wall.   
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The wall width is the linear size of the wall.  If the wall is an angle then the 
setback width will have values.  You can edit an angle wall by changing the 
setback, which will automatically calculate the appropriate wall width.   
The [Spring] button is used when one side of your sunroom is longer than the 
other and you want the shorter side to increase to fill up the gap.  When you 
press the spring button, the width of the current wall will be calculated to include 
the gap.  You must still press [Update] to apply the edit to the wall.   
 
The wall height contains the heights at either end of the selected wall.  These 
can be changed if you want a particular wall’s height to be different then the 
project room height.  You can change the height at either sides of the wall or both 
sides, with or without maintaining slope. 
 
Note: if the side of the wall being changed has a corner then the wall height on 
the other side of the corner will also be changed.  If there is a starter at the end 
being changed then no other walls are changed. 
 
Edit Heights 
 
This tool allows you to change the Back wall and Front wall or Gable Peak 
heights.  Once changed, they will be used to set the height of every wall in the 
project.   
 
Edit Punch 
 
The punches are set using the kneewall and door heights.  The window height is 
set to match with the header punch.  It is not recommended that you change the 
punches as doing so will affect all window modules in you room.   
 
Rebuild Project 
 
The Rebuild Project function, available only from the main menu while inside the 
Project Editor, will delete all the Items in the project and use the Project Builder 
to create a new room based on the current properties of the project.  Like all the 
other edit operations, the rebuild project command can be undone. 
 
Adding a New Item 
 
You can add a new item to your project by selecting [Add] on the Project Toolbar.  
To add an item, two (2) pieces of information must be entered by you; the type of 
item, and where it goes in the project.  Select the item type by pressing the 
button for that type.  Item types you can add are; Window Modules, Solid Walls, 
Doors, Electrical Chases, H-Channels and Box Headers.  To select the location 
for the item you must select an entry from the list beginning with “Between”.  The 
only other entries in the list are wall names to help you easily find the items you 
want to place the new item in between. 
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When creating a new window mod, an option is available to balance the window 
with existing windows.  When this option is checked the program will calculate 
the available room and set all the window modules in that wall the same size. 
 
When selecting a door, you must select whether the door is a patio or cabana.  If 
you have already built a door, the new door will assume the same properties. 
 
If you want a Box Header beside a door hinge, do not use the Add Item function, 
but instead select Box Header from the door properties. 
 

Editing Item Properties 
 
The following five editing tools are available for use once an item is selected.  
Before we examine these tools, let’s take a look at selecting items. 
 

 
 
Selecting an Item 
 
Items can be selected different ways depending on the view you are using.  
When you are using the graphical view you can select an item by pressing the 
left mouse button down when you mouse button is over top of the item you wish 
to select.  This can be done when viewing the layout or any elevation view.  
When using the item grid view, selecting an item is done by clicking the item grid 
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row that contains the item you want to select.  Using mixed view allows you to 
select items by any of the above methods.   
When an item is selected the ability to edit, delete and move the item becomes 
enabled and the status bar display the name of the item selected. 
 
Note: corners and starters can not be selected. 
 
Editing Items 
 
Window Modules, Solid Walls and Doors are Editable Items which means you 
can directly edit some their properties.  Each type of Editable Item has its own 
editor tool. 
 
The window mod editor allows you to edit many of the properties of the window, 
kneewall and transom.   
 
The editable window properties are window size (height and width), type of 
window, glass or vinyl tint, obscure/tempered and insulated glass and horizontal 
roller movement.  Other properties that can be edited from the window mod 
editor form are the knee wall height and style and the transom style.   
 
When you change the properties in the window mod editor, the changed 
properties can be applied to either, the Selected Item, all Window Modules in the 
Selected Wall or All Window Modules in the project. 
 
The door editor provides the ability to edit the door properties.  You can switch 
from cabana to patio and you can enter a custom size for your door. Doors can 
have a custom transom as well as a special option; glass rectangle.  This option, 
found in the custom transom combo box, is used when the header punch is more 
than 4½” higher than the top of the door.  Selecting a glass rectangle will create a 
custom piece of glass in between the top of the door and the transom. 
 
Cabana door properties you can edit are; swing, hinge, box header, French door 
and primary operator.  The only option inclusive to patio door is “xo <-” or “ox ->”, 
where x is the moving door and o is the stationary door. 
 
Deleting Items 
 
You can delete any item that can be selected.  When an item is selected click 
[Delete] on the Project Editor Toolbar or press the [Delete] key the on your 
keyboard and the item will be removed from your project.   
 
If the Auto-Editor is enabled, unlocked items will be automatically resized to 
compensate for the deleted item. 
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Moving Items 
 
When you have an item that is selected, click left or right on the Project Editor 
Toolbar and the selected item will move one position in the appropriate direction.  
Items cannot be moved beyond a starter or corner post in either direction. 
 
Coping Items 
 
You can copy the properties of any single Door, Window Mod or Solid Wall.  This 
action will record the size and other properties of the selected item so that you 
can attach these properties to another item of the same type. 
 
Pasting Items 
 
Once an item has been copied you can apply the properties to another item.  All 
properties including the size will be copied. 
 
Convert to a Solid Wall 
 
This action can only be done when you are editing a window mod.  The 
maximum solid wall panel size is 46 ½”. Even if the window mod is larger then 46 
½”, only one solid wall panel will be created.   
 
Note: if the Auto-Editor is enabled then any unlocked window modules may be 
resized or even created.  Also if the window mod being converted is beside a 
solid wall panel and the total of both panels is less than 46 ½ inches then both 
solid walls will be converted into one, alternatively an H-Channel may be 
automatically created.  See the upcoming section on the Auto-Editor to better 
understand how the Auto-Editor functions. 
 
Editing the Roof 
 
The Project Editor’s Roof Layout tab provides a drawing of the roof layout.  
Double clicking a roof panel will bring up the Roof Editor.  The Roof Editor has 
three sections; Roof Panel, Roof System and Overhang.   
 
Roof Panel properties include the panel height and width (48” unless it is cut).  
Here you have options to add fan beams and skylights.  When adding a skylight 
you will have specify the setback and choose fixed or vented, unless you already 
have skylights in your roof, in which case those values would be set as the 
defaults.  You can switch panels from inside the Roof Editor.  You must press 
[Apply] to save any changes before switching panels for the changes to be 
saved. 
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The Roof System tab allows you to change the size of the roof, soffit and roof 
thickness.  To change the rest of the roof properties you must use the Roof tab in 
the Project Properties Editor. 
 
The Overhang page allows you to slide the sunroom left or right setting the 
overhang on each side. 
 

 
 

The Auto-Editor 
 
When you apply an edit and the total width of all the items in the wall is different 
than the width of the wall itself, the Auto-Editor is called.  The Auto-Editor’s job is 
to eliminate the difference.  The auto-editor uses three techniques to accomplish 
this. 
 
The first thing the auto-editor will do is check if the difference is great enough to 
justify adding new window modules.  This amount is initially set to 48”, although 
you can set it (from User Options) for any number of inches you deem 
appropriate.  If the difference is great enough then the wall and all unlocked 
modules will be resized. The quantity and size of window modules will be 
determined by ‘space available divided by best window size’. 
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If the difference is not great enough to justify adding more window modules the 
auto-editor will then check for unlocked window modules that can be adjusted for 
the difference.  If multiple modules are available and used, they will result in 
being equal width.  Any remainder will be distributed amongst solid wall where 
possible. 
 
If a difference remains at this point or the initial difference is only a couple of 
inches, the auto-editor will look for and adjust all unlocked solid walls.  All solid 
walls adjusted will result in equal widths. 
 
Note: in some instances there will be a fraction of difference remaining.  In this 
event you will need to add it somewhere manually.  The status bar will inform you 
of any unresolved difference and you will notice the right side of the wall, the 
items are out of line with the top and bottom tracks. 
 
To set the auto-editor’s default value (enabled or disabled every time the Project 
Editor Loads) you go to User Options, select auto-editor and check/uncheck the 
checkbox.   
 
Auto-Editor Exceptions 
 
The only times the auto-editor is not called while it is enabled is if action you just 
completed was a Delete Item function.  Note that the auto-editor may be called 
after the next action you take.  If you wanted to delete a window mod and add a 
door, do these operations consecutive.  If you were to do some other action in 
between, the auto-editor may be called and would fill in the space created by 
deleting the item. 
 
It should also be noted only differences less than 1/8” are considered equal by 
the auto editor 
 

Undo and Redo 
 
When a project is loaded into the Project Editor and every time an edit is made 
an undo file is automatically created.  The undo file saves the state of the project.  
State is basically a collection of the current value of each property of every item 
in the project.  The Undo button steps the project back to its previous state one 
edit at a time.  To undo an undo, use redo.  Redo will step forward through the 
edits that you undid.  The option to redo is only available after an undo and 
before another edit operation.  When your mouse hovers over the undo and redo 
button in the toolbar a tool tip message will inform you of the edit operation that 
will be undone or redone. 
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Tape Measure 
 
The tape measure can be accessed from the Project Editor while on the room 
layout or elevation view tabs by the main menu under Project Editor or by simply 
pressing [F9] on your keyboard.  The tape measure allows you to click on a point 
in the drawing, anchoring one end of the tape measure.  Then as you move the 
cursor the various distances are reported.  The tape measure tells you the width, 
h eight, total distance and also calculates the slope.  When you click a second 
time onto the drawing the tape completes the line.  The next time you click, a 
new line will be anchored and the previous line is erased.  Press [F9] or the [x] on 
the tape measure form to close the tool. 

 
Display Settings 

 
The display options are used to control what is visible on the various displays.  
There are three (3) display tabs; Layout, Elevation and Roof.  The display options 
are listed below with a brief summary of what it does, 

 
 
Layout Tab 
Item Labels Shows/hides item labels 
Group Labels Combines items with the same properties 
Box & Line Draws a box around label and lines to each item 
Dimensions Labels the wall dimensions 
Extrusion Draws and labels floor and top tracks 
Male/Female Labels M or F at left and right edge of each window 

mod and door 
 
Elevation Drawing 

 Item labels Shows/hides Item Labels 
 Dimensions Shows dimensions for the wall height,  

The kneewall and transom at either end 
 Layout Thumbnail Shows a small Layout drawing on the  
    Highlighting the current wall 
 Male/Female Labels M or F at left and right edge of 

each window module and door. 
 
Roof Layout 

 Item labels Shows/hides Item labels 
 Dimensions Shows dimensions for the height at 

either end and any skylight setback 
 Extrusion  Shows gutter, receiver and fascia 
 Sunroom Outline Draws a dotted line sunroom where the 

sunroom sits under the roof 
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The other options dictate what information is contained in your Item Labels.  For 
example, the Solid Wall F2 can be displayed as: Name Only (F2), Name and 
Width (F2 = 2”) or Full Description (F2 Show: 2” Cut 3 ½”).   

 
Item Labels 

 
The Item Labels have a special set of properties in regard to the layout display.  
From the layout display you can select and move the Item Labels.  The location 
you move the labels to is remembered by the program and included in the save 
file. 
 
If you want, only some of your labels grouped together you have to select a label.  
The label turns green, and then hold down your keyboards control [Ctrl] key while 
selecting the other Item Labels.   
 
Note: the location of the first Item Label you selected will be used for the group 
label’s location. 
 

Project Notes 
 
Project Notes are also referred to as Special Instructions. Basically the Project 
Notes are additional instructions saved along with the project.  To add a Project 
Note, open the project, if you don’t already have it open.  In the bottom center of 
the Open Project page there is a frame with a list of the Project Notes entered (or 
the text “There are No Special Instructions”) and below that a text box.  Type 
your note and click [Add]. 

 
Saving Your Project 

 
You can save your project in the Project Editor by using the [Save] button on the 
Project Toolbar and you can save from anywhere in the program by accessing 
the Save menu from the main menu or by pressing [Ctrl + S]. 
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Calculating Cost and Proposals 
 

 
 

 Calculating Proposals 
 
When you select Price Calculator from the Project Toolbar the Sunspace list 
price (Manufacture Suggest Retail) is calculated for you.  You can override any 
price by double clicking onto an item row in the price grid and changing the fields 
to display as you want.  Changing a row’s price will re-total the Proposal.  If you 
want your Proposal to show only the total price and not the itemized pricing 
then refer to the User Options section in this manual. 
 

 Wholesale Costs 
 
To see what the project will cost you; select Wholesale Price under Price 
Calculator in the main menu.  The M.S.R.P. or wholesale indicator notify you of 
which price structure you are viewing.  In order to view your wholesale cost, your 
dealer multiplier must be entered into the database.  The dealer multiplier can 
only be entered by a computer administrator at Sunspace.  
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Note: occasionally there may be a difference between the wholesale cost 
calculated by the program and the Order Confirmation faxed from Sunspace.  In 
the event of this happening Sunspace should be contacted immediately. 
 

 Editing Charges 
 
When you double click an item row in the price grid a window pops up where you 
can change the name, description, quantity and unit price associated with that 
item row.  Editing the quantity or unit cost will re-calculate the total price. 
 
If you want to remove an edit that you have performed then you must select the 
row and then select [Remove Edit] from the Price Calculator toolbar.  Selecting 
[Remove All] will erase all edits you have made. 
 
There are three special charges that you can assign a value to.  They are 
shipping, installation and deposit.  Shipping and installation add to the total 
and can have the taxes applied to their value or not.  Any value in deposit will 
deduct from the total and display the balance.  Shipping and installation are 
hidden from the form if their respective value is zero (0). 
 

 Adding Charges 
 
You can add any charge you want to your proposals.  Simply click [Add Item] 
from the Price Calculator toolbar and you will be given a blank form.  The first 
new charge you add will automatically have “Additional Items” as the item name, 
while the description, quantity and price are left blank. 
 

 Tax Settings 
 
Tax settings are inputted through the User Options.  You only have to add the tax 
values and tax display captions once (unless the taxes in your area change).  To 
apply the tax settings to your Proposal, use the buttons on the Price Calculator 
toolbar. 

 
Retail Markup 

 
The retail markup settings are also found in the User Options.  You can set a 
percent to add to the list price.  The markup is added evenly to all the itemized 
prices.  You can set different markups for each model of room. 
 

 Discounts 
 
You can give a discount on a Proposal.  This is done by opening the additional 
charges form, just click on anyone of the four (4) special charge buttons 
(Shipping, Installation, Deposit, Terms) from the Price Calculator toolbar.  When 
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you press the [Show More] button, the form opens up an option for discount.  
There are two (2) ways to give a discount.  You can give a percentage or a fixed 
amount.  If you give a percentage then the discount is calculated during the 
subtotal.   
 
When using Discounts and Markup it is important to understand the order of 
operations and the effect this has on the bottom line.  For example let’s say you 
have a room with a list price of $10,000 plus a 20% markup and you are giving a 
10% discount.  At a glance one might assume that the total is $11,000 ($10,000 
+ 10%). 
 
Because the markup is added to the total first, the discount of 10% is taken off 
the total which includes the markup. Therefore the 10% discount is 10% of 
$12,000 which is $1,200. $12,000 – $1,200 = $10,800 which is $200 less than 
the previous example. 
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Printing Documents 
  

The Print Manager 
 
The Print Manager allows you to print the Specifications for your project, Order 
Confirmations and Proposals, Elevations and Room Layout drawings. 
 

 
Note: in order to print, the drivers for your local printer must be installed on our 
server.  We have most of the common print drivers installed.  If you have never 
been able to print, or recently installed a new printer, you need to inform us of the 
model type and number of your printer so we can install the driver.   
 

 Specification Sheet 
 
The first page of the specification sheet is a summary of your project and 
drawings of your Room and/or Roof layouts. 
The page changer allows you to preview all the pages in the specification sheet 
package.  Any project notes you enter will be at the bottom of the first page. 
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Layout Drawing 
 
The layout drawing is designed for the installation of the sunroom.  It shows the 
layout of the room, including the extrusion.  Also on the Room Layout page are 
various summaries including heights, punches and item descriptions. 
 

Proposals 
 
The Proposal will automatically load into the Print Manager when you go to the 
Print Manager from the Price Calculator. 
On the left sidebar of the Print Manager is a Proposal Notes button.  This allows 
you to type in a message to appear on the bottom of your printed Proposal. 
 

Order Confirmations 
 
The Order Confirmation will be displayed instead of the Proposal if you selected 
wholesale pricing from the Price Calculator. 
 

Elevation Drawings 
 
The elevation drawings, draws a full page printout of a single wall.  The elevation 
drawing is to scale and automatically finds the best fit, depending on the 
dimensions of the wall.  In the Print Manager the elevation preview is viewed at 
75%, there is a combo box labeled Zoom that allows you to set the print preview 
size.  All the labels can be displayed or hidden.  The Project Editor’s display 
settings are used for showing item labels, dimensions and male/female.  All of 
these settings can be changed with the checkboxes on the sidebar. 
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Submit for Production 
 

Submitting a Project 
 
To submit a project for production you must have an open project and be in My 
Projects.  To get to My Projects either click [Projects] on the Navigation Toolbar, 
or if Projects is clicked you may have to close the Project Editor, Print Manager 
or Price Calculator, which will return you to My Projects. 
On the bottom left of the page there is a nice big [Submit This Order] button.  
Press the button and a copy of your order is saved on the Sunspace production 
server.  Sunspace will receive the order and send an Order Confirmation within 
48 hours. 
 
Note: once you have submitted a project you can no longer make any changes to 
it.   
 

Stages of Production 
 
There are 5 stages a submitted project can be in; Submitted, Production Queue, 
Production, Delivery and Complete.  

 
Viewing Production Status 

 
To view your production statuses go to My Projects and click the button called 
Production.  There you will see all the projects in production.  You can switch 
views to see the completed projects.   
 
You can open the project as read-only, which would allow you to see any edits 
that Sunspace performed on your project. 
 
To see only a particular project’s Production status, select the project you want 
from the Open File list. Once the project is selected you will see a link that reads 
View Production Status. 
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Opening Saved Projects 

My Projects 

 
My Projects gives you access to all the projects you have made.  From My 
Projects you can open any saved project or view the status of your submitted 
orders. 
 

 
 

Opening a Project 
 
You can open any of your previously created projects.  Selecting the project 
name from the list of saved projects will give you a preview of some of the project 
data.  The File Header Preview will tell you; the date the project was first 
created as well as the date of the last edit.  The preview will also tell you the 
model (100 – 400), style (Studio/Gable) and whether or not the project has been 
submitted.  If the project has been submitted the preview will contain a ‘link’ that 
when clicked, will inform you of the ‘Stage of Production’ your project is in. 
 
Double clicking the project’s name in the project list or clicking the [Open Project] 
button will load the project into the computer’s memory.  You may only have 
one project open at a time.  If you have a project already open, it will be 
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automatically closed unless the project has been edited and not saved, in which 
case you will be given a choice to; save the open project and open the selected 
project, close the open project without saving and open the selected project or 
cancel which will do nothing, not open the selected project or close the current 
project.   
 
If you attempt to open a file while there is an incomplete file is in the New Project 
Wizard, your choices will be; to return to the wizard, or lose the wizard data and 
open the project. 
 

 
 
Once opened, you can edit your project, calculate the price and/or cost, submit 
the project to Sunspace for production and print any of the forms you require.  
When you are done with the project the [Close Project] button will unload the 
project from the computer’s memory.  If your project has been edited and not 
saved, you will be prompted to save the project.  All the input you put into your 
project is saved. 

 
Note: the first time a project is saved the filename is created from the project’s 
tag name.  If a file with the same name already exists, then a number is added to 
the filename.  Starting with 2, the computer will increment the number until it is a 
unique filename.  The filename only has to be unique to your directory.  
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Saving as a Copy 
 
Sometimes you might want to have more than one copy of a project, all with 
different edits.  To save a copy of a project open the project you want.  From the 
main menu, select [Save] and then [Save as Copy...].  This brings up a dialog 
box with the current filename in the textbox.  Change the name to whatever you 
want and click ok.  Any edits and saves done on the current project will be saved 
with the new filename.   

 
Archiving Your Projects 

 
There is no limit to the number of projects you can have in your directory but 
having too many projects can make it difficult to find the one you want.  You can 
now archive all or any number of your projects.  The archive is a readily 
accessible sub-directory within your directory.   
By putting projects that are completed into the archives you keep your current 
projects front and center.   
 
To archive your projects you can either press the [Archive All My Projects] button 
or select a project from the list and press [Archive This Project].   
 
Once you have at least one project archived, a button is available to [View My 
Archived Projects]. A button to remove this project from my archives is available 
from the archived projects view. 
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User Options 
  
You can change your user options at any time in the user options section, press 
[Options] on the Navigation Toolbar to get there.  There are three (3) 
subsections; company information, price calculator and auto-editor.  You can 
switch between the subsections with the links on the left.  To save any changes 
you made press [Update] or if you switch sub sections within the User Options, 
an update is automatically performed. 
 

 Company Information 
 
Here you can enter your company name and contact information.  The company 
name is required.  All the other information is used on Proposals and Order 
Confirmations.   
 

Price Calculator 
 
This subsection allows you to customize your tax values and their names.  Once 
this is set, you can access these taxes from the price calculator. 
Hide Itemized Prices removes the all the prices from the proposal except for the 
total. 
Add a Markup to retail list price allows you to set a different percent markup to 
each model of sunroom.  To quickly set the same value to all the textboxes, enter 
the value in the default markup textbox and use the [Set All Values to Default] 
button. 
Note: the default markup value will be used for roof only projects. 

 
Auto-Editor 

 
Some of the properties that the Auto-Editor uses in its logic are available from 
here.  The first option is to enable the Auto-Editor when you launch the Project 
Editor. 
The default for this option is checked.  Remember you can always turn the Auto-
Editor on or off from the Project Editor.  The next option gives permission to the 
Auto-Editor to create new window modules.  If this option is checked, the value in 
adjacent textbox determines how many inches of empty space is allowed before 
the Auto-Editor creates new window modules. 
The resize roof option recalculates the roof size every time any room dimensions 
changes.  You can set the overhang to maintain.  whenever a roof is 
automatically resized while you are in the project editor, a notification pops up 
letting you know of the change and displaying the before and after dimensions. 
  
 


